Embryogenesis in C. elegans after elimination of individual blastomeres or induced alteration of the cell division order.
Our earlier studies on embryonic arrest mutants of C. elegans had indicated that early deviations from the normal temporal and spatial pathway of development lead to monstrous terminal phenotypes with little resemblance to a hatched juvenile. To analyze more directly the roles of different parameters for cellular pattern formation, various experiments with a laser microbeam have now been performed and are described in this and the accompanying paper. By ablating early blastomeres we demonstrate here that the establishment of certain cell lineages is not necessary for the generation of a hatching juvenile. However, no replacement of missing cells was observed in these cases, and the resultant animals lacked those structures which are normally produced by the ablated cells. We found that retardation of cell cycle periods in certain cell lineages and thus a change in the normal order of cell divisions is compatible with development to a hatching juvenile. This is also true when, after irradiation of gut precursor cells, their inward migration is considerably delayed. Our results demonstrate that the invariant pattern of early nematode embryogenesis is not a necessary prerequisite for normal development. Studying parameters necessary for gastrulation we found that after irradiation leading to prolonged cell cycle periods the undivided gut founder cell itself rather than its two daughters moves into the center of the embryo. We removed individual early blastomeres and tested whether the typical inward movement of gut precursors still took place. Our results show that the presence of specific neighboring founder cells is not required, indicating that prospective gut cells reduce their cohesive contacts with adjacent blastomeres prior to the onset of gastrulation.